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Summare 

It is proposed to store protons as well as 
electrons and positrons in the DESY storage ring, 
DORIS, The techniques planned for accomplishing 
this and the hoped for results are described. 

Introduction 

Preliminary studieslp2 have shown that if one 
ring of the DESY ef double ring storage ring,+ 
DORIS, were filled with protons some useful e- - p 
scattering experiments could be done. Additionally 
such a facility would provide a device for study- 
ing accelerator physics relevant to very high 
energy electron-proton colliding beam machines, 
e.g., transverse phase space stacking and longe- 
vity of tightly bunched proton beams. With an un- 
bunched proton beam injected by means of momentum 
stacking, i& is expected that a luminosity in ex- 
cess of 10' cm-2sec-l can be achieved. 

General Scheme - 

Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the DESY 
synchrotron, storage ring and injector linac. 
Normally, to fill the storage ring with electrons 
or positrons, a pulse of electrons or positrons is 
injected by the linac into the synchrotron, accele- 
rated to an energy in excess of 2 GeV in the syn- 
chrotron, ejected in a single turn by a fast 
kicker and septum system, transported over a system 
of quadrupoles and bending m.%gnets to the storage 
ring an1 injected by a septum and fast kicker 
system. After radiation damping of the initial 
betatron oscillations in the storage ring the next 
injection can be carried out. Above 2.2 GeV the 
damping time is such that a new electron pulse may 
be inserted, every 20 msec. Subsequently the other 
ring of the storage ring can similarly be filled 
with a counter rotating beam. 
.1 somewhat similar process is envisioned for proton 
injection as can be seen from Figure 2. Protons 
from a 3 XeV Van de Graaff machine are multi turn 
injected into a dc field in the synchrotron. The 
frequency modulatable RF accelerator is then gra- 
dually tiiriii- d ljh lo provide adiilbatic trapping. 
5ubsequenrly acceleration is initiated by pro- 
gramning the existing ignitron controlled dc 
supp1.y to give a ramp wave form to the magnetic 
field and at the deaircd momentum (also 1 GeV/c or 
greater) single turn extraction is effected with 
the hame equipdent used for electrons or positroil5. 
lhe anticipated acceleration time in the synchro- 
tron is about one-half becond Tor 2 GeV/c. Having 
been accelerated an>1 cjectcd the protons are con- 
ducted to the .-i~orage ring over the electron or 
pozilron channel already provided and injected into 
chc F torage riu,:. hecause of the absence of radi- 
ation damping, an injection method different from 
that u3ed for electroni will be necessary. ,\ftcr 
in.jcction of the maximum number 01 protons, spice 
cl~z~rge limited to about 4 x lo13 protons at 2 GeV/ 
Cl tli~ bedm can bc loohely bunched by a amall RF 
:.y;'tcm ;~ritl, togc thrr with the counter rotating 
IICLI~ of cslec i.r'on$ or po;itronh injected earlier, 
-lowly accrletatcrl Lo the 0Peratinl: energy of 
intcre- t. .2ltcrn ~i,i\-cly Lhe be.nn .:oulrl be injected 
rlirec tly ;~t the ol~';.r'aliug energy of inl.c~~ei t.. Do th 
p,o.%-itlilitics arc under study. 

Proton Beam Stacking in the Storage Ring, 

The phase space brightness of the Van de 
Graaff beam is good enough in all dimensions that 
in principle one could stack the beam in either 
transverse phase space or momentum or both. It is 
hoped to try all methods to investigate their 
potential and their peculiar problems. It is evi- 
dent, however, that in the case at hand momentum 
stacking is the simplest approach for a first step 
Because of the inequality of proton and electron 
velocities at DORIS momenta, bunched proton opera- 
tion is limited to discrete energies only. Further, 
owing again to the velocity differences, to achie- 
ve the same luminosity, a significantly higher 
spatial density of protons is required when the 
protons are bunched than when they are home- 
geneously spread out.:! 
In addition the Toushek effect would require the 
beam holding cavities to produce of the order of 
a million Volts to achieve reasonable life times. 
For these reasons it has been decided to propose 
initial operation with a homogeneous proton beam. 
Under operating conditions of interest the useful 
t~~i~~~~)a~~~bt~~~el;o~~;;-lB,Z~a-~etl~~%Cw~~;~ 

th$ rzlative momentum spread that could be used 
for stacking is about 2.5 x 10-3, The equivalent 
transverse emittan e vol 
is 2.3 x lo-l2 rad' u!! 

e for the Van de Graaff 
-meter and if strict adiaba- 

ticity is preserved the relative momentu 
in the beam at 2 GeV/c will be 1.3 x 

spread 
lo- f . Thus 

under ideal conditions 6 injector pulses could be 
stacked in betatron phase space while some 190 
pulses can be s 

;";;EB f 

acked in momentum space, Given the 
ity limit per injector pulse of about 1.6 

particles it is clear that we must choose 
momentum stacking to come close to saturating the 
space charge limit of the storage ring under un- 
bunched beam operation. The stack'ng would be 
carried out exactly as at the ISR i . The process is 
shown schematically in Figure 3. The bunched in- 
jected beam is placed onto an orbit of&p/p = 
+ 0.41 $ by means of a septum, beam bump and the 
fast kicker shown in the figure. Single turn in- 
jection is employed. The beam is there "received" 
by an RF system of appropriate frequency and 
bucket size and, after the shield has been lifted, 
carried to a lower energy orbit ofAp/p = - 0.41 3 
(first pulse only). This is done by slowly lower- 
ing the cavity frequency during which process the 
RF amplitude is gradually decreased to spill the 
beam out onto the desired orbit. The shield is 
lowered again to protect the stacked beam from 
being disturbed by the next kicker pulse and an- 
other proton pulse ib injected. IfGp is the mo- 
mentum displacement of the first parking orbit 
(.41 $ of p here) and 6p is the momentum spread 
of the injegted pulses then the second pulse is 
decelerated to a parking orbit characterized by 
-& +6p, the third pul.~e to -Ap + 2 sp etc. un- 
til the available aperture is full. In DCRI5 the 
di*perxion at the movable shield kicker is about 
3.2 meter in an aperture 01 4 cm. 

Proton beam Jnten+ity Limit8 

It is bclieveti that under possible operating 
piirmw LerLi Por WIl.lS tl le ultimate limit on u.-cful 
proton beam intensiLy is given by the tingle 
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particle Laslett space charge limit. At planned 
operating conditions the beam-beam betatron de- 
tuning is small as is the $ongitudin 1 8 effect, re- 
cently studied by Bugustin and Rees , of the 
bunched electron beam on the continous proton beam. 
At i! GeV/c momentum for injection into DORIS the 
Laslett limit within the useful volume determined 
by the electron beam size is about 4 x 10 l3. For a 
proton beam of this size, 3 GeV operating energy, 
a crossing angle of 6 mr and a beta at the center 
of the interaction region of 10 cm we find a Q 
shift for the electrons of about 8 x 10-T. The 
number of electrons at 3 GeV is RF power limited 
to about 5 x lo12 giving a detuning of the protons 
of about 1 x 10-T. To estimate the size of the 
longitudinal effect we can think of the electron 
bunches as little accelerators, giving a longitu- 
dinal impulse-to the protons passing through-pro- 
portional to the phase angle between the proton 
and the center of the electron bunch. For elec- 
trons against protons, the protons being below 
transition, the electrons tend to bunch the pro- 
tons about the center of the electron bunches. 
Making use of -the impulse formula of 5 we can 
write the equivalent bucket half height, H/2, for 
this acceleration nrocess as F 

J 
where N, is the number of electrons per bunch,r(is 
the wave length of the RF for the electrons, rp is 
1.5 x 10-l' meter, h is the harmonic number of the 
electrons'HF system and Cl is the root mean square 
length of the electron bunches. This formula gives 
only a crude upper limit for the true bucket 
height because the accelerating voltage goes to 
zero when the phase exceeds the physical extent of 
the electron bunch. Putting in the numbers for 7 
GeV/c protons and 5 x 1012 electTons we find a 
half bucket height of &p/p = lO-' which is only 
10 ;: of the momentum spread planned. At the proton 
momenta being considered it is possible to pick 
many operating momenta where the protons are 
rather far from synchronism with the electrons so 
zhat the effect of the 1ongiLudinal impulse is 
much diluted, thereby giving a convenient 
mechanism for the study of the effect should it be 
important. 
Lejs fundamental instabilities may also plague us 
in attempting to achieve a beam intensity com- 
parable with the space charge limit. If it is 
legitimate to scale from the ISR experience we 
shouid be able LO auuid fzarisTier,3e resistive w-aii 
in$tabiIities and the head tail effect by applying 
a chromaticity of 0' = 4V/~p/p -J 7 by means of Ihe 
DO1115 .scxtupoles. ke have adz-umrtl here-that the 
re:;iqtivr wall in7tability is dominan-t/ and that 
the IJ ' required to -upr'e+i it' goes like y-3 for 
.=mall d. kith regard to longitudin;rl ins-tabili Lit,+ 
Llie hiiuaLi0t-i ih not clear. tsin:: formulae for 
I:~!o~~;',6~:;p~,'n8,~~~pe(l~~n[~~~ such as given by Keil 

' 011 t wltll value- comp""L1~ Le 
with those eitlmatcd fol lhe ISR. Certainly oue 
will li:lve to apply ncgatixe feed back to the 

dcc eleratiny ci3~ itle.y iis per Llle 15IL IO , .ln0t11cr 

prohlcm whic.11 i.< rcccil-ing at 1 cation at the prc- 

.~en L time !lnL i,. ;L.; >-et unre.~olve~L ir the +Tiecpin:: 
out of ttlc elec,Lron.; crcaLcc1 :I t I11c proton b(~am by 
ioniiaiion of tile re-idual g;i:. Ilrportcd experi- 
eficc wit11 ttic l.+l( make. clotrt' ttlc nectl ior thli 
- tcp: 
hllilp it appc.ar G IO- iljle in pri~kciplc to put 
:cver;tl Lime,& IIlL "- p1’0 tons in Lo I he s tol’age ring, 
111 prdc lii,c ke -.I.,~11 ~~1~01~~11~ly lie limi tvli 11y llle 
,pi!e ciII~ryc 1iGt in IL/IO ,-ync 111’0 I t’ibri rcoupl vii ki I tl 
t IIC \ t1ri 011- ixictl icit~ui~i<~i ~1 Ibe.~m Il.il~lht'er. \('I tll 

the 7 MeV injector, taking into account the space 
charge limit of the synchrotron and efficiencies 
for injections and ejection', one estimates a 
possible stored intensity of 1.6 Y lo15 protons. 
Should it prove desirable at a later date a higher 
energy injector can be provided for the synchro- 
tron to allow acceleration of more charge per 
pulse therein. 

Lifetime 

Multiple scattering on the residual gas pro- 
vides a rather severe 
an approximate formula 

iQuit on the lifetime. lsing 
we find that the expected 

lifetime determined by this process varies from 
0.5 hr. at 1.0 GeV/c to 8.3 hr. at 3.5 GeV/c when 
the residual pressure is 10-g Torr air equivalent. 
Possible ion effects and intra beam scattering in- 
to non-linear resonances are being examined also 
as possible limits to the lifetime. 

Luminosity 

Taking figure 4 as our model with the 
boundaries shown being taken to mean the envelope 
of the root mean square particle distribution 
function and assuming a Gaussian distribution, the 

33 
'nosity for the case of two interaction regions 

i z $ F$4f, 

where f is the revolution frequency, c the average 
beam width in the interaction region (rms), 1 ir 
the machine circumference and 2 6 is the crossing 
angle (vertical) of the beams. 
5.7 s 1012 

For lOI protons, 
electrons at 3 GcV, G ( poA = 10 cm) = 

y: y;ltlx=l;gP :;"5;;,5T :,bT;ea;;a;e=C;a;;e 
l?mit of DORIS (2 GeV/c injection momentum) the 

luminosity would then be about 4L or about lO3l. 
For positrons against protons one'can make the 
crossing angle smaller easily by use of magnetic 
dipoles on either side of the interaction point' 
and obtain further gain in luminosity. Below .L 
crossing angle of 6 mr further decrease of the 
crossing angle doesn't bring much more as ; begin:, 
to grow corresp;qdingly. With a crossing angle of 
6 mr and 4 x 10 3 protons then one might achieve 
a luminosity of I, = 2 x 1071. 

merimcntal Utiliiv 

AR can be seen-from fig. 'j, a luminosity of 
1 uc.-*ccn :::'O ai;d 1o'l ;;ocld p?rz--it .z - p ._ c 2 t T c r i i: ;: 
in and just above the kinematic neighborflood of 
present e-p coincidence experiment>. Thus one ha- 
the opportunity, relatively rapidly and inespen- 
sitely, to (lo rome interesting erperim~nt.5 while 
simultancou*ly yettinE a feel for the tle-cection 
problems as?ociaLed wj ~11 e-p colliding :Jc~IJJ!~-. 
.~tltLi.tionall~-, t,lre propoqed projclct rt--ould yori~lr 
i&n opportunity fur relarively rapid and low c0.c L, 
teb t.5 of the 0o.~hil~lc acceli~ratol r~f~~~-ic- i~roblem.. 
of 

1. 

2. 

7. 

e-p colliding beam:k. 

11. Garlic, II. kiedc~mik~nl, li.11. 1; iik, (;. \\oLl 
k.in Vorsr~l~l;~~ II(iliTh h1.y ep Slwic’ircv1,iI1C: /;I, 
l~cnuLac!Il, [)I:,\) il-7”,,‘“Q -, 1()x 
Ii. Iv’icd~miirjii i,:ld l!.!!. !: iik 
lln improx,ecl Flo~lc 01 Operation 01 Lhc ~~I~~J~~J:c~~ 
I)I:>Y e-p ~01 l.itlillg i!c;u~i I spr*l’imc~rlL, 
IJISY h j5-;L!/‘j, l!i;LL 
A. t'elrc!l ct al 
'('IIP I)P,s: h~licllro iron :1- ii 1'1.0 I(111 I I,,,"" t O!' 1 <)I' 
1)1)1~1S, l)F:S1 b' 5.7, It, > I-;j/l, I(,)77 
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Storage Ring - DORIS 

Electron -Positron Linac 

Fig. 1. Normal operation. 

Synchrotron -DESY Storage Ring - DORIS 

Loaded 
Stacking and 

Acceleration 
Cavity 

Proton Beam Intensity 
and Profile Monitor 

Movable Shield 
Proton Kicker 

Fig. 2. Proton operation. 
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